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How to establish a dialogue between Philology, which traditionally deals with written texts, and the “performing arts” – theatre, opera, cinema, radio drama – in which the text is just the shadow of a living, fleeting, ephemeral work of art which is called “the performance”? This volume invites to bridge the traditional gap between the author and the scribes, which means between the “original text” and the “copies” in order deal with more complex situations, in which the performer, the screenwriter, or the director, assume a very central role as intermediary author or co-author in the dynamic process of creating and re-creating works.

Les auteurs
Mattia Cavagna is Professor in French Medieval Language and Literature at the Université catholique de Louvain. Specialist in romance philology, his research deals with Latin and romance encyclopaedia, allegorical texts, reception of antique and Italian culture in French medieval literature.

Costantino Maeder is Professor in Italian Studies at the Université catholique de Louvain. His main research topics include semiotics, pragmatics, and cognitive sciences. As a musicologist he is particularly interested in intermedia- lity. He has published essays on Metastasio, Arrigo Boito, opera, intercomprehension, musical and literary theory.

La collection
Texts are drifting entities through time and space. Texts are ephemeral vestiges of impenetrable cultural processes. Texts defy the growing fragmentation of the World Wide Web of words, sounds, images, and videos. Texts stay afloat on this multiverse ocean of virtuality that marks this new Renaissance, as rejects or witnesses. « Floating texts » aims at offering some new theoretical insights about texts and their working in an ever-evolving global universe.
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